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  I. For the questions 1-10, choose the correct answer from the given alternatives and put 
the letter of your choice on the space provide. 

______1.The the school principal might ______________ give us a training. 

A) would  B) can  C) be able  D) be able to 

______ 2.  Let’s have breakfast together; we ____________ go that new café 

A) were able to B) can  C) are be able  D)  will be able to 

______ 3.  She ___________ understand what I was saying to her.  

A) couldn’t  B) could  C) can’t D) wasn’t able to 

______ 4. Students ____________ to bring mobile phone when they come to school. 

A) are not allowed B) are allowed  C) couldn’t  D) can 

______ 5. We worked nothing; you ___________ expect money. 

A) must  B) mustn’t  C) can’t  D) can 

______ 6. He scored low result; he will ___________ work hard for the next time. 

A) have to  B) has to  C) must D) should 

_______7. She felt unwell yesterday so she ___________ to clinic then. 

A) has to  B) must  C) should  D) had to 

______8. You __________  wash these clothes; they are clean. 

A) can  B) need C) don’t have to  D) need to 

______ 9.  A: I __________ you to have lunch with me, 

                 B: it sounds great. 

A) would like   B) will like    C) could like   D) can 
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_______ 10. Kedir: I don’t like eating meat. 
                  Meriem:   --------------------------.   
                   A) So do I        B) Nether do I       C) Nor does I          D) I like, too 
 

II. Each sentence below, 11-15, contains modals stating different functions; explain the 
functions of the modals as ability, possibility, offer, permission, suggestion and necessity.   

 11.  Everybody can go to the national museums. (___________________) 

12. Most students in our school can speak Arabic very well. (_____________________) 

13. May I leave the room, Mr.? Yes, You can. (_____________________) 

14. You didn’t need to come to school as there was class. (_____________________) 

15. You are very busy now. May I help you? (_____________________) 

16. You must careful with those glasses. (_____________________) 

 17.  There noise around us; I think we shall leave this area. (_____________________) 

III. For the questions 18-26, complete each sentences using the relative pronouns or 
adverbs in the box below 

 

 

 

18. I invited all my colleagues to my son’s birthday party but ______________ has come. 

19. I lost my keys; help me look for them, please. I might have left them _________________. 

20.  I couldn’t find my book where I put. ________________ could have taken it.  

21.  Now days you can find very nice super markets _____________ in the city. 

22. There is _______________ to park our cars around the stadium so we should go on foot to  
       watch the football game 

24. Many people are interested to say ___________ about their own culture.     

25. You can ask _____________ in the school to know its rules and regulations.  

26.  Children have the ability of remembering ________________ said or done. 

IV. Each item, 27-31, contains blank space and two alternative words are given in bracket; 
choose the correct one to complete the sentence. 

 anybody              someone                              nowhere     anything                

anywhere                  something                        nobody   somewhere         
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27.  We are going to visit the museum; _______________ (would/will) like to go with us? 

28. People ___________ (shall/should) do morning exercise regularly.   

29. You have only spent five minutes on this job. You ____________ (can’t have/must have)  
     done it well. 

30. We didn’t get seats; we ____________ (should/ should have) come on time. 

31.  The exam starts tomorrow. We will go to school _____________ (in time/on time) to read in  
        the library. 

32.  I liked the new arrival short story books ______________ (much/very much). 

33. After we read the poem, we will _____________ (can/ be able to) analyze it.  

 34. The jacket my father bought me is _______________ (rather/quite) interesting.  

V. Answer the following Questions. (Neatness, spelling, grammar and punctuation marks  
     are counted) 

35.    Explain the use and difference of the following terms. 

      A) Must and Have to  

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 B)  Can and Be able to  

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

C)  Rather and Quite 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________  
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